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Abstract- This study focuses on prominence of an open edge crack on dynamic behaviour of beams. Adoption of Classical 
beam theory derived the equations of motion. A massless spring symbolises the crack flexibility. First, at a definite location 
on the beam surface crack depth is varied and further the shift in crack position along the length of the beam spotted 
deviation in natural frequency. These results matched with those obtained from numerical finite element formulation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
High speed machineries, aircraft components, light 
weight structures etc. consist of constituents that are 
influenced by forces. Beams are one such members 
which withstand loads. Beams require due attention 
in design for successful performance of the intended 
task. Cracks are a hindrance to their dynamic 
behaviour. Imperfections in manufacturing 
technology, process, cyclic loads, impact loads etc. 
are major sources of development of cracks. The 
natural frequencies and mode shapes are altered in the 
presence of cracks. Response of cracked structures 
and the characteristics associated with these has 
attracted vast attention. Anifantis and Dimarogonas 
studied the effect of a crack on the stability of a 
cantilever column subjected to vertical load. They 
introduced a 5×5 local flexibility matrix introduced 
due to the crack by using Castigliano's theorem and 
integrating the stress intensity factors. This matrix 
was not purely diagonal but had off diagonal terms, 
which indicated coupling between the longitudinal 
and lateral vibration. The crack was modelled as a 
rotational spring. It was found that cracks 
considerably influenced the stability behaviour of the 
vertically loaded column. Yang, Swamidas and 
Seshadhri presented a method to detect cracks in 
vibrating beams using the energy method. The 
bending stiffness of a beam with a crack was obtained 
using fracture mechanics principles. Galerkin’s 
method was used to find the natural frequencies of a 
cracked simply supported beam. Here an open crack 
was considered. They observed that both the crack 
location and crack depth influenced the natural 
frequencies of the beam. Maximum variation in 
frequency was observed when crack was present at 
the centre of the simply supported beam. Gounaris 
and Dimarogonas formulated a finite element model 
for a cracked prismatic beam. They considered a 
beam element with a surface crack subjected to six 
forces along the three mutually perpendicular 
directions. They obtained the flexibility matrix of the 
beam element consisting of 6×6 elements using the 
fracture mechanics procedure. The off diagonal 

elements of the matrix represented compliance due to 
coupling of forces and diagonal elements indicated 
compliance due to the direct forces. The stiffness 
matrix of the element was obtained by inverting the 
flexibility matrix and in addition, the mass matrix of 
the beam was also obtained. This method was then 
applied to study dynamic characteristics a cantilever 
beam having an edge crack. The beam was subjected 
to harmonic forced vibration. They observed that the 
vibrational amplitude increased with increase in crack 
depth at higher exciting frequencies. For a given 
frequency the vibrational amplitude and slope 
increased with increase in crack depth. The variation 
in the slope showed a discontinuity due to the 
presence of crack. Zheng and Kessissoglou devised a 
finite element method to study the free vibration of a 
cracked beam. The cracked beam under study had 
both rectangular and circular cross-sections. The 
considered a two dimensional cracked beam element 
of with one end fixed and the other free. The crack 
was considered open and modelled as a torsional 
spring. The free end was subjected to shear force, 
bending moment and axial force. Flexibility matrix 
was obtained by integrating the stress intensity 
factors. This flexibility matrix was termed as overall 
flexibility matrix, which was then added to flexibility 
matrix of an intact beam to obtain the total flexibility 
matrix of a cracked beam element. This matrix was 
inverted to obtain the total stiffness matrix of a 
cracked beam element. In addition, interpolation 
shape functions were obtained indicating a relation 
between deformation of the beam at the location of 
crack to the deformation of the beam at the two nodes 
of the beam element. This method showed far 
superior results compared to others available in the 
literature. It was shown that using overall flexibility 
matrix showed much more accurate natural 
frequencies could be obtained. The present work 
centers on characteristics of lateral vibration of beam 
with an open edge crack. The disparity in natural 
frequency of a simply supported beam in presence of 
a crack is studied. The use of theory of linear fracture 
mechanics and Castigliano’s theorem formulated the 
local crack flexibility matrix. 
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II. LOCAL FLEXIBILITY MATRIX 
 
An open crack on the beam generates local flexibility. 
The flexibility matrix is obtained when generalized 
load act on the beam. The loads are indicated as an 
axial force , shear forces and  and bending moments  
and  and a torsional moment , as shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic view of a cracked beam under generalized 

loading conditions 
 
The crack creates additional displacement which is 
given using Castigliano’s theorem as 
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where U is strain energy, cA is crack section, iu is 
additional displacement along forces .iP  G  is the 
strain energy release rate. 
The local flexibility coefficient by definition is given 
as 
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To obtain results for the stress intensity factors for an 
edge crack on a beam, the beam is considered as an 
assembly of strips ordered along the z-axis as shown 
in Fig. 2. ξ and η are spatial variables to measure the 
crack length and width along the crack plane. The 
strain energy density function is given as  
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where  2' 1 νE E  , E  is the Young’s Modulus, 

ν is Poisson’s ratio, InK , IInK  and IIInK  are the stress 
intensity factors (SIFs) of the three modes of fracture 
(opening, sliding and tearing type) corresponding to 

generalised load nP  respectively. The stress intensity 
factor can be represented as  

,  , , ,   n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6jn n jK a F j I II III        (4) 
where n  is the remote stress at the cross section 
away from the crack due to the nth independent 
loading, a and h are the crack depth and beam width, 
respectively, jF  represents the  correction function  
which takes  into account finite dimensions of the 
beam and takes the form for different geometry and 
loading modes. 
 
The Eqs. (2)-(4) present the elements of local 
flexibility matrix which depends on the degrees of 
freedom chosen and the maximum flexibility matrix 
size being 6×6. Here bending vibration of the cracked 
beam is investigated and bending moment 4P  is only 
acting. The crack is mainly subjected to direct 
bending stresses and shear stresses can be neglected. 
Therefore only Mode I crack exists. The open crack is 
replaced by a torsional spring of spring constant tK  
as shown in Fig. 3. 
Therefore, from Eq. (3) strain energy release rate 
reduces to  
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The stress intensity factor for the fracture Mode I due 
to bending moment 4P  is given by 
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The local compliance is obtained using Eq. (2) and 
Eq. (4) as 
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The bending stiffness due to the crack is obtained as 
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III. BENDING VIBRATION OF CRACKED 

BEAM 
 
Governing equations of motion for an intact beam is 
given as 
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where  ,w x t , displacement, E, Young’s Modulus, ߩ, 
density t, time and I, moment of inertia. The free 
vibration solution can be found using the variable 
separable method as 
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( , ) ( ) ( )w x t W x T t                  (11) 
Substituting Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.8) and rearranging 
leads to 

2 4 2
2
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where 2a  is a positive constant and 2 EIc
A

 , Eq. 

(10) can be written as: 
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The solution of Eq. (14) can be written as 
( ) cos sinT t A t B t                                 (16) 

where A  and B  are constants found from the initial 
conditions. 
The solution of Eq. (13) can be written as 

1 2 3 4( ) cos sin cosh sinhW x C x C x C x C x         (17) 
 
where 1 2 3 4, ,  and C C C C  are different constants which 
can be found from boundary conditions. The natural 
frequencies of the beam are computed from Eq. (15) 
as 

2 EI
A

 


                   (18) 

Based on this modelling, the beam is divided into two 
segments: the first is before the crack and the second 
is after the crack. The cracked beam is modelled by 
applying Eq. (17) to each segment of the crack 
independently. The coefficients in the Eqs.. of the two 
segments are related to each other using the beam 
boundary conditions compatibility relations at the 
crack location. Applying this modelling procedure, 
one can write: 
for 0 x S    

1 1 2 3 4( ) cos sin cosh sinhi i i iW x C x C x C x C x          (19) 
for S x l   

2 5 6 7 8( ) cos sin cosh sinhi i i iW x C x C x C x C x        (20) 
where l is the total beam length and S is the distance 
from left end of the beam to the crack location.  
In order to use Eqs. (19) and (20) for the purpose of 
crack identification the following assumptions are 
made:   

1. The crack is open. As a result, the crack is replaced 
by a torsional spring.  
2. The crack is regular over the surface of the 
specimen, uniform in propagation. 
3. Shear deformation and rotary inertia effects are 
ignored.  
Boundary conditions for a simply supported beam is 
given as 
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The compatibility relations at the crack location are: 
1. The continuity of the deflection at the crack is 
given by  

1 2x S x SW W
 
                                     (23) 

2. At the crack location, the slope of the deflection is 
discontinuous. The values of the slope at both sides of 
the crack are related to the crack stiffness by 

2
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             (24) 

3. The internal moment at the crack location is the 
same for the two segments and that leads to 
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4. The shear compatibility Eq. a  the crack location is 
given by 

3 3
1 2

3 3
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                       (26) 

 
Substituting Eqs. (21) to (26) into Eq. (19) and Eq. 
(20) leads to characteristics Eq. of matrix size 8×8. It 
can be observed that for a nontrivial solution of 
constants 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8, , , , , ,  and C C C C C C C C , the 
determinant of their coefficients must be zero as 
shown in Fig. 4. The roots of Eq. shown in Fig. 4 are 
to be solved to obtain the characteristics roots. The 
roots are then used for calculation of the natural 
frequencies of vibration which are given as 

 ,    1, 2, 3, ...i i
EI i

A
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where i  is the ith characteristic root. The 
determinant is solved numerically using software 
MATLAB. 
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Fig. 5. Cracked simply supported beam 

 

 

IV. III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
For performing calculations the cross section of the 
beam was selected as 0.05 m × 0.05 m and length of 
the beam as l = 0.5 m. The beam is made of 
aluminium having density ρ = 2700 kg/m3 and 
Young’s Modulus, E = 70 × 109 N/m2. Crack depth, a 
= varies from 5 mm to 45 mm as shown in Fig. 5. 
Crack locations are normalised as a non-dimensional 
ratio represented as (S/l) and the ratio varies from 0.1 

to 1. The natural frequencies for different crack 
depths are shown in Table 1. Fig. 6 shows variation 
of frequencies in a single graph for different crack 
depths and crack locations.  
 
From Fig. 6 and Table 1 it can be observed that when 
the crack depth is varied the natural frequency 
decreases significantly. The finite element analysis of 
the cracked simply supported beam was carried out to 
validate the theoretical results. 

 
Table 1: Variation of natural frequencies with varying crack depth 

Crack 
Depth 
(mm) 

Crack Position Ratio (S/l) 

 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
5 461.3572 460.2787 458.9569 457.8979 457.4961 457.8979 458.9569 460.2787 461.3572 461.7707 
10 460.1863 456.1001 451.2087 447.3933 445.9702 447.3933 451.2087 456.1001 460.1863 461.7707 
15 460.1863 456.1001 451.2087 447.3933 445.9702 447.3933 451.2087 456.1001 460.1863 461.7707 
20 458.1258 448.91 438.3148 430.3999 427.5251 430.3999 438.3148 448.91 458.1258 461.7707 
25 454.7048 437.4208 418.7792 405.6987 401.1148 405.6987 418.7792 437.4208 454.7048 461.7707 
30 448.8704 419.0625 389.9671 371.2318 364.9513 371.2318 389.9671 419.0625 448.8704 461.7707 
35 438.2057 389.142 348.1584 324.5341 317.0037 324.5341 348.1584 389.142 438.2057 461.7707 
40 416.4505 339.6713 289.0684 263.4099 255.6338 263.4099 289.0684 339.6713 416.4505 461.7707 
45 365.2202 259.8311 209.5954 187.0648 180.5205 187.0648 209.5954 259.8311 365.2202 461.7707 

 Frequencies (Hz) 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The effects of the position and depth of each crack on 
the natural frequency of a simply supported was 
investigated theoretically. At the centre of the beam 
the bending moment is the maximum and when crack 
is located here frequency drop is maximum. Further 
as the crack depth increases at a given crack position 
the natural frequencies decrease due to decreased 
stiffness. It was shown that, when the crack positions 
are constant, the natural frequencies of a simply 
supported cracked beam are inversely proportional to 
the crack depth and when the crack position exists in 
the centre of a simply supported beam, the natural 
frequencies were sensitive to the crack position. For 
small crack depth, the reductions in fundamental 
frequency are small, becoming progressively greater 
at larger crack depths. 
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